
 George G. Heye holding a dish, Mrs. R. C. Draney holding a canoe prow, and E. S. Robinson. Specimens are from
 Bella Coola Indians, Vancouver, British Columbia. Photo by T. P. O. Menzies, courtesy of NMAI, Smithsonian Institution.
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THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

The Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum of Natural History have pioneered 
in Native American scholarship since the mid-nineteenth century. Since its establishment the 
National Museum has formed one of the country’s most extensive collections of Native American 
items representing every geographical area and almost every tribal group in the hemisphere. 
The size and variety of the collections reveal the changing interests and research objectives of a 
large number of scholars, explorers, and collectors who have worked for the Museum over the 
last 150 years. The extent and the nature of the these collections also reflect earlier social atti-
tudes and scientific practices toward Native peoples that have changed radically in recent years, 
as  evidenced by the passage of repatriation legislation in 1989 and 1990.

The Museum’s Department of Anthropology, which includes the National Anthropo logi cal 
Archives and the Human Studies Film Archives, holds more than 4 million items related to 
Native cultures of the Americas. About 1.4 million of these items are from North Amer ica, 
the bulk of which (1.3 million) are archaeological artifacts from sites ranging in age from 
10,000 years ago to recent times. In addition to archaeological objects, the Museum holds 
almost 100,000 ethnographic objects that have been collected directly from tribal groups since 
the mid-1800’s. Separate collections also include almost 200,000 photographs of American 
Indian subjects and more than 2 million pages of unpublished materials of Indian ethnog-
raphy, language, literature, history, and current affairs. Important Native American film foot-
age is held in the film archives.

In addition to archaeological and ethnological objects, the 
Museum’s bio-medical collections once included more than 

32,000 sets of skeletal remains of cultural groups from around 
the world. Of this world-wide collection, more than 18,000 

sets of remains were those of Native North Americans. 
Since 1991 more than 3500 sets of remains have been 

evauated and returned to culturally affiliated tribes 
in the Great Plains, the Pacific Northwest,  Alaska, 
New England and the Southeast. Repatriation 
efforts at the National Museum of Natural 

History are on-going and will result in many 
more returns to Native American groups in 
these and other parts of the country over 

the next few years.
Photo by Carl C. Hansen, 

Smithsonian Institution.
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George Gustav Heye Center of the National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian Institution. Photo by Roy Gumpel.

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN

The National Museum of the American Indian is home to the collection of the former 
Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation. The collection is one of the finest and 
most comprehensive collections of Indian cultural materials in the world. The collection, 
which became part of the Smithsonian in June 1990, was assembled over a 54-year period, 
beginning in 1903, by George Gustav Heye (1874-1957), a New York banker who traveled 
throughout North and South America accumulating the collection. Heye was director of New 
York’s Museum of the American Indian from its beginning until 1957. The Heye Foundation’s 
Museum of the American Indian opened to the public in New York City in 1922. The collec-
tion has 1 million objects and includes photo archives of about 86,000 prints and negatives. 

Repatriation is one aspect of collections management. The museum’s repatriation policy, 
which was adopted by the board of trustees on March 4, 1991, calls for the return, upon 
request, of human remains, funerary objects, communally owned native property, ceremonial 
and religious objects and objects transferred to or acquired by the museum illegally to Indian 
tribes or individuals with tribal or cultural affiliation.


